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Mr Vice Chancellor Sir, Principal officers of the University, 
Members of Senate, Provosts, Deans, Directors, Heads of 
Departments, Distinguished Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen, it is 
with great appreciation and oratitude to God that I stand before you 

f today to deliver the 339" inaugural lecture of the Obafemi 
Awolowo University titled 'Analysing Discourse Practices and 
Functions in Educational and Community Settings in Nigeria'. 

1 got admitted to the then University of Ife in 1978 and completed 
my Bachelor of Arts (Educ) English in 1982 with First Class 
Honours degree. I later did my Master's and PhD in English in the 
Faculty of Arts. I joined the academia in 1997 and I wanted to be a 
practical academic whose writings would translate into action 
in the affairs of men and whose work would be problem 
solving leading to better living and learning conditions for all 
and sundry. I actually wanted an area of study which would 
enable me to navigate and be useful among people of different 
social ranks- the high and the low, the privileged and 
underprivileged, educated and uneducated. This, I found by 
venturing into Discourse Analysis as my research focus. 

My interest in Discourse Analysis was fanned with the arrival of 
late Professor Femi Akindele who came with a PhD in Discourse 
Analysis from Nottingham in the UK in 1983. 1 eventually did my 
PhD in Discourse Analysis and had papers published. I did not 
relinquish the Applied Linguistics aspect of my language training 
and my interest in literacy education for the less privileged because 
I see this as a way to connect with the public and the community. I 
believe that whatever is gained in terms of knowledge within the 
four walls of the University should be simplified and shared with 
people outside the university for the benefit of humanity. 
Mahatma Gandhi once wrote about the seven blunders of the world 
that lead to violence. These are wealth without work; pleasure 



without conscience; knowledge without character; commerce 
without morality; Science without Humanity; worship without 
sacrifice and politics without principle. It should be noted here 
that he said Science without Humanity would breed violence. If 
we make all the wonderful discoveries in the world and we refuse 
to give it a human phase for the benefit of mankind, it makes no 
sense. This thus underscores the importance of the humanities. 

Life is all about discourse- from greetings, discussions, news iterr 
on the television, newspapers, magazines, the internet, ( S O C ~ ~  
media in general), classroom talk, casual conversations, lecture 
market interactions, all forms of entertainments to even footbaAA 
and games. There are many contexts in which people engage in 
communicative practices everyday. Can you imagine a world 
where we all go about our different programmes without talking 
much to each other? It will definitely be a boring world! As a 
result of this, discourse is studied in a number of disciplines and in 
different ways. McCarthy et al. (2002:55) note that in Applied 
Linguistics, the most relevant body of work is that which has come 
to be known as Discourse Analysis (or Text Linguistics). They 
note that the discourse analyst studies texts- whether written or 
spoken, long or short- and relates this to thi context and situations 
that produce them. Discourse analysts examine real texts - 
naturally occurring conversations or text materials. 

Discourse Analysis 
Discourse analysis is the linguistic analysis of naturally occurring 
spoken or written language. As at the time I warmed myself into 
Discourse Analysis, it was a new area of study in English language 
here in Nigeria and there was the need to encourage its scholarship. 
I actually worked on different sets and categories of people in 
formal, informal, casual, business settings, etc., to be able to 
examine their language use and how different groups of people 
relate with each other for different purposes in life. A society is 
full of all kinds of people and I discovered that a level of 
understanding of each group is needed for good cohabitation, 
interaction, governance and peace. 

While discourse analysis was new to us here in the 1990s, a lot had 
been done in this area of study in the Western world. It has to do 
with how people communicate, receive information, and analyse 
what is received verbally or non-verbally using different 
approaches to discourse. Discourse analysis is a wide and 
encompassing area of study which could be approached in 
different ways. Below are different ways through which discourse 
analysis could be done. 

Approaches to Discourse Analysis 
McCarthy et a1 (2002:59) note that discourse analysts come from a 
number of different academic disciplines and the field is wide. 
Below are some of the approaches that are directly related to 
Applied Linguistics and Language Education. 
1. Sociology---------- Conversational analysis 
2. Sociolinguistics--- Ethnography 

Interactional Sociolinguistics 
Variation theory 

3. Philosophy -----Speech Act Theory 
Pragmatics 

4. Linguistics --- Structural1 Functional---Birmingham school 
--- Systemic Functional Linguistics 
---- Critical Discourse Analysis 

5. Social semiotics----SFL (Multimodality) 1 
6. Computer mediated discourse 1 I 
7. Artificial intelligence- Robotics 

1 I 
I ,  

A brief description of the sociological approach, sociolinguistic 
approaches and linguistic approaches is done below. The 
approaches discussed are the ones currently playing major roles in 
the various contexts of Applied Linguistics and language studies. I 



Sociological Approach --- Conversational Analysis 
(CA)/Ethnomethodology 
This is concerned with the detailed organisation of everyday 
interaction. It focuses on class, gender, age, group, culture, etc. It 
deals mainly with informal discourse. CA started with Garfinkel's 
(1 967) Ethnomethodology and Goffman's (1 974, 198 1) Frame 
Analysis which grew into a significant field of enquiry by Sacks, 
Schegloff, Jefferson, etc. Conversation analysis deals with 
openings, and closings, turn-taking and progression in 
conversations. 

This approach emphasises the need for detailed accounts of what 
transpires in a speech event as regards who takes turns at tal 
allotment of topics, errors in speech and repair mechanism 
adjacency pairs, etc. All these are usually taken for granted amorls 
interlocutors but they determine the success or failure of any 
speech event. Whenever some of these conversational practices are 
not well managed, the resultant effects could be from mild 
misunderstandings to outright war between communities or 
nations. I 
Sociolinguistic Approaches: Ethnography and Variatil 
theories 
Ethnography I 

This a~uroach was led by Hyrnes (1972), Saville-Troike (1989) - .--- 
I I - .  

and it is concerned with the situation and uses of patterns anA 
functions of speaking as an activity in its own right. Speech ever 
include interactions such as a conversation at a party or orderin: 
meal. Hymes (1972) developed a speaking 'grid7 which comprises 
several components. Below is Hymes (1 972) speaking gid;  
S Setting - temporal and physical /circumstances 
P Participant speaker/sender/addressor 

hearer/receiver/audience/addressee 
E Ends purposes and goals 

Outcome of speech events 
A Act sequence message form and content 
K Key tone /manner 

I Instrumentalities channel (verbal and non-verbal; 
physical forms of speech drawn from community repertoires 

N Norms of interaction and interpretation/ specific properties 
attached to speakinghnterpretation of norms within cultural 
belief system 

G Genre textual categories 

This framework helped the close relationship between speech 
events and their social or cultural contexts. McCarthy Et al. (2002) 
also note that it broadens the notions of communicative 
competence. Other approaches include the variation theory, 
linguistic approaches, critical discourse approach which is 
concerned with the relationship between language, ideology and 
power. 

Variation Theory 
This theory was developed by Labov (1972) and has contributed a 
lot to discourse analysis. He describes the structure of spoken 
narratives which has been very influential in language teaching. 
Labov and Waletsky (1967) note the following as the overall 
structure of a fully formed narrative of personal experience. 

*:* Abstract (summary of story with its po 
*:* Orientation (place /time and situation) 
*:* Compilation ( temporal sequence of events, culminating in 

a crisis) 
*:* Evaluation (narrator's attitude towards narrative) 

Resolution (protagonist's approach to crisis) 
Coda (point about narrative as a whole) 

Linguistic Approaches1 Systemic Functional LinguisticsJThe 
Birmingham School/ Critical Discourse Analysis 
These are many and they include; Structural/Functional 
approaches, Birmingham School, Systemic Functional Linguistics 
(SFL), Critical Discourse Analysis and Social Semiotics. SFL and 
CDA are essentially concerned with describing the relationship 
between language, text and social life. The functional descriptions 
of language try to explain the nature and organisation of language 



according to what it has to do. The central concern of SFL is on the 
analysis of texts considered in relation to the social context in 
which they occur, especially spoken discourse. The orientation is 
similar to that of conversation analysis in that they both describe 
the relationship between language and its social context. SFL 
believes that language is organised to enable conversations to 
work. 

Critical Discourse Analysis is particularly concerned with the 
relationship between language, ideology and power (Fairclough 
(1992). This approach is influenced by Halliday's Systemic 
Linguistics. Genres in Critical Discourse Analysis are seen as 
social actions occurring within particular social and historical 
contexts. Age, class, gender, ethnic bias are important in CDA 
along with the social practices they reflect. 

Most of my writings are on the linguistic, sociological and critical 
approaches to Discourse Analysis. My PhD was on classroom 
discourse. I examined the language of the classroom and how the 
communication could be improved for better pedagogy (Olateju, 
1998, 2003, 2004, 2006). In these studies, I reviewed the various 
approaches to discourse organization and their significance to 
education as a discipline. I focused on the analysis of language in 
use in form of patterns of interaction in the Sciences and 
Humanities ESL Classrooms. 

As a result of the dearth of reading materials on Discourse 
Analysis when I completed my PhD, I ventured into writing to 
produce a book on Discourse Analysis. There were not many 
textbooks in this area of study. The few available ones were by 
foreign authors and they were difficult to acquire. I got to know 
Professor A.A Fabayo in Social Sciences who encouraged me and 
up till today whenever he sees me he would say 'when are you 
bringing out your next book? My first authored book which 
happens to be the first in this area of study in Nigeria was in 1998 
and this was revised in 2004 and reprinted in 2016. I decided to go 
into the nitty gritty of publishing myself to be sure that whatever 

was published was well done and this has made upcoming ones 
better by the day. In fact, when I took copies of my first book on 
Discourse Analysis to Odusote Bookshop at Ibadan in 1998, 1 
specifically told them it  was in English language and should be put 
on the English language shelf but to my surprise a few months 
after, I found them in the Science section and none had been sold. 
It was clear then that many people were still ignorant of this area 
of study and this made me intensify my efforts at book writing 
and publishing. 

I Some of my other works in formal and casual conversations 
(Olateju, 2001,2003,2006), etc., are published in reputable journal 
outlets locally and internationally. In actual fact, discourse studies 
is so vast that, there is no way you will be in this area of study and 
you will not touch different aspects of the English language and 
some other languages in terms of- syntax, lexis, semantics, 
linguistic stylistics, phonology, literary stylistics, etc. Using the 
linguistic approach, I examined various aspects of the Use of 
English within and outside classroom settings in Nigeria. My work 
on cohesion in written texts examines the way ESL learners have 
been able to achieve cohesion in their written texts by analysing 

I the cohesive devices used by students during their continuous 
I writins sessions at the secondary and tertiary levels in Nigeria. I 

noted the absence of cohesive devices in the work of the students 
I and recommended the need far educators to pay specific attention. 
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social semiotics which has to do with how signs interact for 
meaning-making. Human beings interact with one another. They 
also interact with signs and symbols and make meaning out of the 
so called arbitrariness of signs and symbols. This was necessary 
taking into consideration the fact that people have to relate with so- 
'many other people in many places at the same time for different 
reasons. Even though it sounds clumsy, it is all part of discourse. 
Multimodality has its original root in traditional semiotics. 

Semiotics 
In traditional semiotic theory, signs are said to be arbitrary 
conjunctions of form and meaning- that is, arbitrary fusion of , 
signifier and the signified. To semioticians, this arbitrariness is 
seen as sustained by the convention that-things have been done 
over and over by a particular group and transferred from 
generation to generation through the same way. In traditional 
semiotics, signs are usually interpreted in isolation. They are given 
meaningful interpretations based on human knowledge of the 
social world around them. 

Social Semiotics 
In social semiotics, signs are not seen as arbitrary. Humans are 
seen as creative beings who make use of signs in creative ways all 
the time. Even those that have been used before can be re-used 
giving them new focus and new ways of making meanings. Jewitt 
and Kress (2003) note that people use resources and that the basic 
elements of these modal resources in traditional and social 
semiotics are signs. The use of 'semiotic resources' is however 
preferred in social semiotics as opposed to the use of 'signs' in 
traditional semiotics. This is due to the different affordances 
resources could have depending on culture and context of usage. 
This is one of the areas of divergence between the two of them. 

In other words, signs are not viewed as arbitrary. They are 
constantly newly made. It has been noted that the arbitrariness of 
signs has a strong theoretical hold in this area of scholarship. The 
reasons for this are not far fetched. The question could simply be 

asked why different things have different names given to them in 
different places, cultures and languages. It is definitely the 
arbitrary decision of different linguistic groups depending probably 
on their experiences at different points in time as some of these 
signifiers get renamed from time to time. 

In each of the cases mentioned earlier, the vehicle used to convey 
the new phenomena was an already existing signifier. The 
members of the different linguistic groups just looked at what was 
already existing that looked like the new phenomena. For example, 
a bulb actually looks like onions in terms of shape and colour. 
There could be situations however, in the life of a community or 
linguistic group when an entirely new thing is encountered and has 
no semblance with existing signifiers. In such a case, an entirely 
new noun is coined to cater for the new signifier. 

Scholars note that what differs in each case of the signifier and 
the signified is the difference in what is seen as most salient and 
the salience determines the grounds for analogy, shapes, the 
metaphor and the new sign. To these scholars, looking at this issue 
from this perspective, neither the process nor the principles are 
arbitrary; rather, they reflect varying interests. To them, the signs 
are metaphors just as all meaning is metaphoric. Jewitt and Kress 
(2003) note that, the metaphors are revealing in that, in context, 

I they tell us what the maker of the sigdmetaphor saw as criteria 
about that which was to be represented, because it is that which is 

1 aptly represented in the vehicle or signifier. 
I 

discour 
Multimodality I Multimodality is an emergent area of se studies which has 
drawn the attention and interest of scholars in different areas o f .  
study all over the world. Human communication is multimodal but ' 

1 most of the attention that earlier scholars have given to it have 
been on the listening, speaking, reading and writing. As regards 
what accompanies these four areas and other modes which have 
always been there in most communications, have been somehow 
neglected. It is human interaction and these neglected modes that- 

I 





primary levels, both modes (images and writing) share the 
functional loads with exercises in spoken English. Spoken English 
is now given a lot of prominence at the lower primary level in most 
Primary School English Textbooks in Nigeria. 

The functional specification of modes which is different lrom 
functional load is a feature of multimodal representation which can 
lead to the standardisation of the mode or its elaboration in various 
ways. Looking at the unwholesome writings of students in tertiary 
institutions around us, and the fact that the foundations for good 
writing is done at the primary school level, the multimodal 
approach was readily handy when I was invited along with Dr 
Ibrahim Olaosun also of the Department of English, Obafemi 
Awolowo University to join four other colleagues from 
Universities of Ibadan and Ilorin to produce the latest Macmillan 
Brilliant Primary English Textbooks1 -6 for pupils, 1-6 pupils' 
workbooks and 1-6 teachers' books all together making 18 in 
number. Even though writing for the primary level does not count 
for promotion in the university system, I did not allow this to 
discourage me. It was not an easy task at all. It took close to a year, 
but today these books are used at the primary school level in many 
states in Nigeria. 

Apart from using this approach for writing textbooks for primary 
schools, I also went ahead to get textbooks on Multimodality 
written for students at the tertiary levels. This is because no matter 
how well a teacher/lecturer teaches thes; concepts, students still 
need books to read for more understanding. In collaboration with 
Drs 0.0 Oyebode and M.A Ademilokun in the Department of 
English, two books on Multimodality emerged which are: 
I~ztroducing Multinlocinlity and Doirtg Mzrltinzon'al Discozrrse 
Al~alysis which are the first set of textbooks on Multimodality ir 
Nigeria. They are part of the books now being used in teaching 
multimodality in this university and other higher institutions ir 
Nigeria. Please find displayed the pictures of the books. 

Below are some other PI 
,'an. ?, 

ublications in this area of study. 

Olateju, M.A. ( ~ ~ 1 3 )  A Multimodal Discourse Anbly31a ~f a 
Yoruba Song-drama; Ademilok~u~, M.A & Olateju, M.A. (2015) 
'A Multimodal Discourse Analysis of some Visual Images in the 
Political Rally Discourse of 201 1 Electioneering Campaigns in 
South-western Nigeria' 

More on Textbook production 
Mr Vice Chancellor Sir, my greatest joy in life has been to help the 
less privileged, advance research in my area of study and build 
confidence in Blacks like myself that we are in no way inferior to 
the rest of the world in reasoning. This made me do more of book 
writing and publishing. We should write what our children would 
read. We do not always have to depend on the Western world and 
so I encourage people around me to write. 

I also believe that we do not have to wait for foreigners before 
quality research call be done. We have academics who can 
collaborate to write on v:!rious areas of the English Language and 
Li!f:raiure and the F I u n i ~ ~ ~ i f  ies in gcneral. I therefore approached 
?:-(.,fcssor 1,elintl Oycleye ill ?111? Dep:?!-tment of English, University 
01' Ib;r(l;~n nrid togcthcr 1i.1: li.ci.c ablc ro bring out two edited books 



titled: Readings in Language alld Literature and Pel-specfives or1 
Language and Literature in 2003 and 2005 respectively. 

Readings in Language and Literature (2003) is a compendium of 
writings on various aspects of the English Language and Literature 
especially in the Nigerian context. The book is aimed at 
developing a text for students of tertiary institutions in the country. 
It has therefore been able to address issues on the syntactic, 
semantic, phonological, stylistic, discourse and sociolinguistic 
structures of the English Language. Some of the writings focus on 
the co-existence of English and some Nigerian languages. The 
book has therefore been able to contribute to the ongoing work on 
the relevance of the English Language in a developing African 
country such as Nigeria. 

Perspectives on Language and Literature (2005) is another book 
jointly edited by Olateju and Oyeleye. It is a collection of writings 
on various aspects of the English Language and Literature. The 
book focuses on comparative analysis of the divergence in British 
and American English, metrical phonology, psycholinguistics, 
language disorder, transliteration, historicity and literature, satire in 
literature, gender perspectives, etc. This book has been able to 
contribute to the study of English from different inter-disciplinary 
perspectives. 

I also collaborated with Prof. Rotimi Taiwo of the Department of1 
English, OAU and Professor Adeleke Fakoya of the Department of 1 
English, Lagos State University to produce another edited book on 1 
Discourse Strategies for our undergraduate and postgraduate1 

1 
students. 

I I 

The credit of the spread of these books goes to OAU Press because 
through OAU Press, both books have gone to many countries of 
the world. They are advertised in many languages that I do not 
even understand. 

In 201 0, 1 was on a short leave at the Wesley University of Science 
and Technology Ondo and I saw the need to develop and brand the 
Department of General Studies with a reading text all in an attempt 



to help the students with a lot of technical skills in language, 
reading, personal expression, technical writing in presentation of 
projects, project writing, language of science etc. I approached the 
then Vice Chancellor -Professor Tola Badejo who gave me all the 
support I needed to get a book edited for the Department of 
General Studies at WUSTO. 

Online course writing with the National Open University of 
Nigeria 

Working and teaching students face to face is quite different from 
online studies. Having been invited to participate in writing on-line 
courses for the National Open University of Nigeria, I was able to 
write three different on-line courses which are currently being 
studied within and outside the nation. I also wrote on-line 
examination questions for some of the courses I wrote and for 
those that were not authored by me. At some point or the other, I 
was also invited to do editorial work on on-line courses for the 
National Open University of Nigeria. 

Apart from writing textbooks and partnering with others to write 
using the linguistic approach, part of my work on the sociological 
approach to Discourse Analysis made me focus on the language 
and attitude of special groups of people in the community. In fact, I 
focused more on the grassroot. 

Product Advertisement 
I did a lot of work on product advertising, especially the local 
drugs advertisement. In fact, I had to travel round to collect some 
ethnographic details about the Aranfajo family who I learnt 
started local drug advertising before others followed. The 
patronage they used to have attracted my attention and I discovered 
that part of their business strategy was their use of language and 
the ability to engage in some verbal drama in an attempt to entice 
prospective buyers. 

 prod^ rtising which started in the 19"' century during the 
industrial revolution has gone through the production oriented era, 
the sales oriented era and the marketing oriented era. The 
marketing oriented era in which we are now, has witnessed a lot of 
expansion in the production of goods and this has brought a lot of 
surplus goods and materials which has made producers interested 
in what consumers want instead of trying to talk them into buying 
their goods without finding out their likes, dislikes or the problems 
they want to address. Marketing orientation emphasises a change. 
in the advertising approach or strategy which makes consumers' 
pay attention to certain goods as opposed to others. Local drug 
advertisers concentrate more on the solutions to people's problems. 
Product Advertising which is the back bone of modem business is 
very important because it is one of the best ways of getting a 
customer informed about available goods and services locally or 
on the internet. Nowadays, advertising has assumed a great 
dimension in terms of the information it gives and the details 
about a product in terms of its appearance, colour, style, 
demo1 of the taste and the resultant effect of using the 
produc attempt to attract prospective customers the more, 
m a n u i d ~ ~ u ~ c r ~  have even introduced multirnodality and some form 

ct. In an 
. - , . A  



of motion to advertising and many of them have gone digital and 
have become ,very interesting, colourfill and appealing. For 
example, you can have an advertiser speaking through a billboard. 
This makes the advertisement very real and convincing. 

Some of the people who have worked on advertisement are; 
Richard, F. Taflinger (1996) who notes that psychological 
appeals are important in advertising; Ron Roats (1997) who notes 
the fact that manufacturers create an affluent and interesting 
lifestyle for their models, thus, using this to generate interest in 
their products. Guy Cook's (2001) work on adverts as discourse 
examines the context of communication in adverts as regards who 
is communicating with whom and why, in what kind of society and 
situation. To him, adverts are everywhere and we cannot do 
without them. Philip Kotler (2003) submits that, advertising can set 
a product apart and better than others. Adeleke (2010) submits in 
her Master's thesis that billboard advertisers rely on multiple 
genres such as poetry, music, art as well as semiotics to make their 
language and purpose more explicit. 

Advertisers of local drugs could create a dramatic effect through 
their use of language. At times they engage in verbal pornography 
which seems to attract a lot of customers. Visual reinforcement is 
sometimes done through the use of multimodal features which also I 

I 

have vocative functions. All these serve to entice the listeners or 
viewers to buy their goods. In Nigeria for example, in an attempt to 
get customer's attention and also get them to buy and identify with 
a product, the local drug advertisers could play on words, use 
indigenous languages, Pidgin English, or a combination of these 
languages depending on the location or the target. Their 
advertisements often depict how a product can solve some naughty 
personal/family problems and enhance the listener's social life by 
ending the suffering caused by diseases, inadequate sexual urge, 
lack of self esteem or low earning power. The advertising agent 
has a wealth of information about the product being sold and to 
whom it is targeted (especially their habits, past, present and future 
or the health problems people encounter generally). Below is an 

example of one of the adverts of local drugs. The advertiser starts 
by doing some oral diagnosis of the problems before prescribing 
the drugs to solve the problem. He could mention some of the 
manifestations of temporary impotence such as inactive male 
organ, small male organ, erectile dysfunction, short male organ, 
etc. At this time Mr Vice Chancellor Sir, I want to crave your 
indulgence to read some of them during this presentation. 

016yljn  dun mejg 
~ t o s e  eleje 
K6ri oko 6 m6 a yljn ni 
ldikole a m i  a je kinhkan 
olomokhnrin slinki 
Ti at0 okunrin o ba le dd a da a 

Ti atb okhnrin b6 n shn 
Ooghn idikole ni ko o Ib 

AtOsi, atogbe, atomumi, kalbkalb 

Eight year old pregnancy 
Gonorrhea 
Itching of the t ip o f  the penis 
Erectile dysfunction that causes 
the penis to shrink 
If a man's sperm is not strong 
enough 
If a man has watery sperm 
Use the medicine for erectile 
dysfunction 
Gonorrhea that causes 
dehydration, excessive intake of 
liquid. 

Ti nhkan omokunrin 6 b6 le If a man doesn't have penis 
erection 

Seegun seegun, lakuregbe Or has bone problems 
Tokunrin ba da s6ra obinrin t6 tl in If the semen gets wasted during 
d i  sile intercourse 
~ d a  ooro, eda idub61e It can pour out while standing or 

while lying down 
Oogirn eda ni ko o 19 Use the drug that prevents semen 

from pouring out 

Tiyaaleel6 ba ri so fad If a married woman fouls the air 
indiscriminately 

Jeijedi ni, ma a bo ma dagunla s i  It is pile, come quickly, don't be 
quiet about i t  



Local drug advertisers conduct sonle fonii of local research about 
customers. They know the psychology of the people and design 
their adverts to meet the needs of the people. For example, among 
the Yoruba people in Nigeria, it is a slianleful thing for a man to be 
impotent or sexually inactive. Some men hide their impotence 
from their wives; some ignorantly and boldly put the blame of 
infertility on their wives while some men allow their wives to get 
pregnant for either a relative or some other person secretly all in an 
attempt to hide their impotence. Some others go ahead to adopt 
children but it is not a common practice. Some mothers even go 
on fact-finding mission to herbalists or prayer contractors on 
behalf of their unmarried daughters so as to avoid such unfortunate 
cases of impotence in an intending husband. With this background 1 
knowledge, many mobile local drug advertisers emphasis this 1 
impotence mentioning and capitalizing on the fact tliat it is caused 
by diseases and giving the assurance that it is curable. Advertisers 
could create verbal drama that shows the need for assistance in 
terms of the right herbs that could give men the strength they need 
to sexually attend to their wives or any requests from female 
visitors for sexual satisfaction. For example, they could say- 

A n i  k6 o gba glomoge mu You should come to the level 
where you handle a lady sexually 
in such a way that 

K6 ma a ke 16be e re She will be crying under you 
KO ma a ni  i ni e fi m i  Ie She should be struggling for 

freedom 
A ni  n o nii wa mo If she says she'll not come again 
Iro 10 n pa, 6 n karamasiki ok6 ni She's lying, she is just appreciating 

your manhood 
0 tun n bo lola She will come again tomorrow 

Tobinrin ba ni ye! ye! ye! atomo If a lady cries and says ye! ye! ye! 
Ieyin? Even with a baby on my back? 
Iro 16 n pa, 6 tun n bo 101a It is a lie, she will still come 

tomorrow 
Awon eeyhn IitamerikA ri wd sod6 People from America also come to 
o wa US 

The advertiser's records of lii111ian experiences are not continuous 
stories of individuals or groups of  peoplc but that of the medical 
conditions of people and how to tacklc such problems. Machin 
(20 10) notes that; 

One of the basic qualities of Critical 
Discourse Analysis is that it would allow 11s 
reveal qualities in texts, and therefore the 
way they make meaning, that would not 
normally be obvious to the casual reader. 

In CDA, there is participant identification and construction. The 
linguistic items used to describe participants can go a long way in 
revealing the reasons behind their actions or thcir cultural leanings. 

The males in some of tlie adverts are constructed as the natural 
domineering opposite figures to women. The male participants are 
given more power through herbal sexual enhancers to dominate the 
feinales not only sexually but emotionally. The domination is such 
that it does not even matter whether the woman is married or not or 
whether it is convenient for her or not. This is done to the extent 
that even when a woman is given a voice that she will not come 
again, there is another voice-ovcr that counters it as a deceptive 
statement made as a result of ovenvhelming satisfaction 
experienced during love making. 

In 2004, Olateju, Akande and Akinwale ventured to move near the 
local drug advertisers to be able to idcntify tlie language problems 
of some trado-medical practitioncrs who came for their annual 
business meetings in the town of Ile-Ife. We tried to investigate tlie 
morphological processes underlining the naming of their products 
and the lexico-grammatical usage of Nigerian trado-medical 
practitioners in terms of their problems and solutions'. The 
analysis of the data which were collected from thirty itinerant 
trado-medical practitioners revealed that t l i o u ~ l ~  the trado-medical 
practitioners in Nigcria make use of several morphological 
processes in naming thcir products, the commonest is blending. In 
tlic papers tliat wcrc written 011 the project, ivc suggested how 



trado-mcdical practitioners (TMPs) could overcome lexico- 
grammatical problenis like tlic inappropriate choice of words in 
English, wrong spellings arid improper LISC of tenscs and articles. 

We also recon~niended language training programmes like 
workshops and scniinars on language use and sentence 
constructions, lcsical options in sentcriccs and interactive reading 
sessions for tlie target audience, thus giving insight into possible 
pathways for greater efficiency and itscf~~lness. This way, we were 
able to contribute to register studics by linking morphological 
analysis to the field of medicine, thereby giving insights to an 
aspect of languagc use in tlie field. This is important in that 
whether we bclicve i t  or not, no matter how cheap western 
medicine is, somc pcople will still patronise the trado-medical 
practitioners and who kn0n.s whether your immediate relative who 
never consultcd you for any advice would be one of the victims of 
improperly labcllcd drugs if not helped. 

This study resulted in tlie following publications by Olateju, 
Akande and Akinwale (2005) on 'Moq>hological Processes in 
Product Naming by Trado-medical Practitioners in Nigeria'; 
Akande, Akinwale. & Olatcju, (2010) 'Lexico-grammatical Usage of 
Nigerian Trado-medical Practitioners: Problems and Solutions' and 
Olateju, (2012) 'The Structure of Yontba Local Drug 
Advertisement' and Olateju, (20 15) 'Verbal Imprudence, 
Sexuality and Cultural Values in Selectcd Traditional Drug 
Advertisements in Soutli\vestern Nigeria' Ldiich were published in 
reputable jounials nationally and internationally. 

My contributions so far 

Service to the University 
Mr Vice Chancellor Sir, I wish to say here that I havc served the 

University to the best of my ability in diffcrent ways. At different 
times, I havc becn a member of different kinds of 
in\,cstigative/selection panels. I \4las a membcr of OAU Quality 
Assuralicc Coni~iiittcc \t.ho worked on the first draft of the 
docunient i~ndcr tlic Chairniansliip of Professor Muhecz 

Durosimi. I havc also bee11 Hall Fellow in two different Halls of 
Residence. 

As the Chairperson for thc Faculty of Arts AIP Books and 
Journals Accreditation Comlnittee at a point in time, the committee 
worked hard to make sure that colleagues were well informed 
about reputable outlets for journals and book publication and that 
those publications that fulfilled the set criteria get recommended 
for onward processing to the central accreditation committee. 

Service to the Department 
At several times, I have been a member of different kinds of 
Committees in the Department of English. I was editor of ISEL(1fe 
Studies In English Language) for eight years. The journal started 
as an online journal and remained so for a 1 thin the 
last two years as the editor, I was able 1 h three 
editions of the hard copies of the journal. 

ong timi 
to come 

e but wi 
: up wit 

In August 2017, I was seconded tc kpartment of Linguistics 
and African languages as Heaa or Department to get the 
departmcnt stabilized to be able to move forward. Now, by the 
special grace of God, seven academic staff members have either 
been re-graded or promoted to various positions including the 
pronouncenient of three acade~nic staff to Profcssorial cadre. The 
two undergraduate programmes of tlic department were also 
accredited during thc November 2017 NUC Accreditation 



Exercise. By the grace of God, either by accident or design, I 
happen to be one of the few academic staff on this campus who 
belong to two departments at the same time. I am a Professor in the 
Department of English and I also head the Department of 
Linguistics and African Languages. I see this as a privilege. 
Thanks to the Dean, Faculty of Arts, Prof. Gbemisola Adeoti and 
the Vice Chancellor, Prof Temitope Ogunbodede. 

Academic Mentorship 
My visit to the UK for my postdoctoral studies among other things, 
equipped me with the acquisition of 'multimodal skills' in 
discourse which I introduced to my Master's and PhD students 
when I came back. At the undergraduate level, I also incorporated 
'multimodality' as part of the teaching course content for EGL 308 
which is Itrtr-oductio~l to Discourse Analysis. I have supervised 
three PhDs and 14 Masters Students. Some other PhD, Master's 
and MPhil students are still on their programmes under my 
supervision. 

As a result of my interest in literacy for everyone, I enlisted as a 
member of the Reading Association of Nigeria and International 
Reading Association, now ILA (International Literacy 
Association) and Literacy Association of Nigeria (LAN) which 
gave me the opportunity to interact with both the privileged and 
less privileged people as regards literacy instructions. I was a 
member of the executive of the Reading Association of Nigeria 
between 1999-2002 (in particular the treas'urer). The Association 
under the leadership of Prof. C.E Onukaogu as President organised 
local and international conferences in Zaria and Abuja which were 
very successful. The overall motor is teaching the nation to read 
and write. Some other professional bodies I belong to are: Society 
for Women and AIDS in Africa, Nigeria Chapter, Osun-State 
Branch, Nigeria English Studies Association, West African 
Linguistics Association, Nigerian Pragmatics Association and 
Nigerian Academy of Letters. 

Town and Gown (Experimental projects) 
Mr Vice Chancellor Sir, I believe that whatever is acquired within 
the four walls of the university should be simplified and used for 
the benefit of different groups of people within the immediate and 
distant communities, so I always look for opportunities to interact 
with people outside the university environment. Discussed below 
are some of the groups I interacted with. 

1. Commercial Sex Workers 
One vulnerable group of people who use language indiscriminately 
are the commercial sex workers. I got involved with them through 

I my membership of SWAAN that is- Society of Women and Aids 
in Africa, Nigeria Chapter. For every group I have the opportunity 
to meet and relate with, I seize the opportunity to examine their use 

I of language to see how I can be of use to them. I choose not to 
discuss their use of language here as it nlay be too raw for this kind 
of assembly. Under the umbrella of SWAAN however, we worked 

1 on the CSW in different hotels in Ile-Ife and Ilesa giving them 
alternative choices to their chosen career. We were also able to 

! organise useful workshops for commercial sex workers in Ilesa 

I 
metropolis pulling them together from about nine different hotels. 

I All along, I was working on their use of language with their fellow 

I sex workers, their clients and hoteliers whose hotels they use. They 

i do open up to people who are patient with them and who try to 
understand their plight but their timing was problematic. They do 
not want us to come towards evening time as that was business 
hour or before 12noon as they would still be sleeping. I was 
however still able to interact enough to be able to document their 
use of language. Literature about them reveals that they would 
want the adjective 'commercial' to be dropped when referring to 

I them because they see themselves as workers like any group of 
workers servicing the common interest of the community. To 
them, they should be referred to as 'Sex workers' just like Railway 
workers, Ministry workers, Bank workers, etc. 

1 2. The Reading Kiosk Project 
At the inception of mobile service providers in Nigeria and Ile-Ife 

1 in particular, I noticed a dangerous trend in the response of you119 



girls to thc new technology which to me was making some of our 
girls fall prey of young joblcss men and I wrote a proposal on the 
Girl-child empowermcrit in Opa area of Ilc-Ife which was 
supported by the Intcmational Rcading Association (IRA). I 
created reading kiosks and a big reading room for girls in Opa area 
of Ile-Ife for about three months. Interestingly enough, almost all 
the one hundred books purchased disappeared in the community 
despite the borrowers' register created to monitor the movement of 
the books. That was a good report in that it revealed the dearth of 
reading texts in the con~munity and if given the opportunity, the 
girl-child would read and get empowered for personal and 
community development. Apart from this, the girls were taken on 
'readathon' as was done in South Africa. They were given 
instructions twice a week on different reading strategies and were 
made to read. Today, some of the students have graduated from the 
universities around, some are self employed and doing fine in their 
various endeavors and happily married after their higher education. 
I still advocate for the creation of a community library where girls 
in particular would be able to access hard copies of reading 
materials physically and electronically for better empowerment. 
Apart from giving a comprehensive report to IRA with all the 
necessary means of verification (MOVs), I also wrote an article on 
the project which was published by Multilingual Matters in the 
UK; Olateju (2007) Reading Kiosks: Literacy empowerment for 
the girl-child. Langucrge, Czlltltre and C~lrriculunz Clevedon 
England: M~rltilingual Matters. Short Run Press Vol. 20(2): 155- 
163. . 

Below arc sornc of  thc pictures taken during thc pro-jcct. - ' -. m e -  - - -=- - -v---- 

j 

Professor Olaniyan of the Department of History reading to 
some of tlie girls 

Girls doing some hands-on activities and journal keeping at 
the reading room cl-eated for girls at Opa Ile-Ife for the project 

I 

29 



I 

Dr Olatejal .*rgrl r C ~ h m o  P, 5 6 ' c f i ~ . ~  , r  " a  5 . 3  i orring the 
Readathon at infinite Grace Super Mart CAU run by Rlrs 
Adegbulugbe 

3. The Functional Literacy Project 
Since tlie inability of humans to communicate effectively with one 
another brings about untold hardship among members of a 
community, I wrote a proposal which was supported by Getn~de 
Whipple in 2007 on the necd for functional literacy empowennent 
for selected nomadic herdsmen in Osun State. I worked with the 
herdsmen in the jungle between lpetu and Ashipa in Osun State. 

Some of the nomadic herdsmen foundin Osun State come from the 
Northern States in Maiduguri, Sokoto, Kano, Ilorin and thc Middle - - - . . ~  

Belt where the languages of the local communities are Hausa, 
Kanuri or Fulfulde. Since the herdsmen are itinerant, they do not 
subject themselves to formal western classroom education either in 
the local language or English language. The herdsmen interact with 
proposed buyers and neiglibours. According to thc herdsmen, 

there were disputes nrliich took time to resolve. Some of the 
disputes hetneen 1.hc hcrdsmc~i and their neiphho~~rs involved the 
police and thc la\\ i-ourts \\licl-e thr her$->inen became intimii!:itcd 
because of their i t l ~ l ~ i l : i \  717~21-  and 1151: t h ~  English 1~11~i17g~. 
Some of. th di . l~i~ic~;  c.c: tr:i.ccil to 1 i i : ~ i i i s  whic'~ 

could have been avoided i f  adcquate literacy instructions had been 
given. 

For the nomadic cattlc herdsmen, they could not and do not have 
the time to go for classes for the length of time and commitment it 
requires because they are always on the move. To be able to get 
through to them, I and some other co-opted educators did some 
advocacy during which we appealed to them to give some time for 
the literacy instructions in the early morning hours. Taking into 
consideration the millennia1 goals and the role that literacy plays in 
making individuals develop critical minds and engage in proper 
conflict resolutions, the project set out to provide 
literacylnumeracy instructions for life-long communication and 
interaction for selected herdsmen in Osun State that will help the 
herdsmen to think critically, creatively and positively. 

The herdsmen were scattered in different spots in tlie bush between 
Ipetu and Ashipa but I was able to pull them together and I created 
two centres in the bush for literacy instructions. The overall leader 
at Iwaro Ebira came to see what was happening one day and said 
that he was happy to see what he had been praying to happen for 
the past 33 years lie had been in the bush. It is worthy of note that 
the IRA supported me twice on the project. When I ended the first 
part of the project, I wrote a comprehensive ;eport of what I did 
and I wrote another proposal asking for consolidation of what I had 
earlier done which they also approved. It was during the second 
time that I built two make shift classrooms at Iwaro Alabere right 
inside the bush. I and some other trained instructors were going 
there every weekend to teach the herdsmen and their children and 
also give them instructions on healthy living and the need to send 
their children to school. According to the leader of the herdsmen 
at Iwaro Alabere, their reluctance to allow the children to go to 
school was based on the fact that the children are needed for the 
business and that whcre they are short of boys or men, they do use 
girls to drive the herd. Once the early morning classcs exceed 
10a.m., occasionally you see them going out one by one saying 'n 



le daran' meaning 'I have to take the cows for gracing now'. We 
were therefore forced to key into their natural daily time table. 

Late Dr S .0  Olateju was always willing to help with the health 
challen~es of the herdsmen. At a point, I had to bring the leader 
who had some health challenges to OAUTHC to see the doctor and 
also to be encouraged to allow the children to go to school. At a 
point he asked if all the young men he saw at the hospital wearing 
white ward coats were all doctors and I said yes. I told him that the 
small children in their harem could also become like some of these 
doctors if only he would encourage them to go to school and he 
agreed. Late Professor Sofowora and Mrs Sofowora got wind of 
what I was doing with the herdsmen in the bush and they came into 
the bush to sink a wcll for them because as at that time they only 
depended on the stream for water. 

I was wit11 the herdsmen for two years after which they started 
sending more of their children to the nearest school which was still 
far away from their abode. I did not stop there. I tried to see how I 
could get the State Government to continue from where I stopped. 
I went to Osogbo twice, wrote a proposal to SUBEB requesting for 
a block of six classrooms to be built at the farthest centre in the 
bush for the herdsmen which they promised to do. They asked if I 
would supply the teachers after building the block but I told them I 
had no power to do that because I was on a project. 

In this action research, I noted the n<cd for adequate functional 
English literacy and numeracy instructions for herdsmen in Osun 
State in Nigeria, for conflict resolution and peaceful co-existence 
between the herdsmen and their neighbours. Literacy activities 
embarked upon include those of picture reading, mathematics, 
health and hygiene, market transactions and courtesies in English 
etc. Imbibing the lessons resulted in empowerment and improved 
communication and conflict resolution skills for the herdsmen. 

The introduction of functional literacy and a bit of basic literacy 
encouraged many of the herdsmen to send their children to school. 

Many of them latcr got tlleir children registered at the nearest 
primary school at Ashipa. T]lcrc were less fiiction and conflicts a, 
the herdsmen were able to ~ommunicate better with other 
community members wllo were not of the same ethnic group in 
terms of language and social status. The dexterous application of 
an integrated knowledge of education, literacy and language theory 
for human developnle~lt was noticeable in  this action research. 

In Olateju (2010), an article published on the project, one of my 
conclusions was that we would not be able to get the best from 
these herdsmen if the government wants them to come to the 
conventional primary schools. They need schools right at their 
locations. Whoever wants to help them must key into their daily 
time table and they must have a separate curriculum that is 
function based. They wanted functional literacy. Through Mr 
Onifade (now at NTA Ab~~ja) ,  the project drew the attention of 
Nigeria Television Autllority (National and lntematiooal) as part of 
the programme was covered and relayed twice on NTA 
International. 

1 still hope to write a proposal for literacy empowerment for the 
middle aged women because they were not covered in this project, 
but there is no way I can do anything for them without taking 
cognizance of their cheese-making hours which is very crucial to 
them. The herdsmen were happy that they could do a few things by 
themselves as regards reading and writing. I maintained contact 
with them for a long time even afler the project period. In fact, I 
celebrated my 5oth birthday along with my entire family in the 
bush with the herdsmen. 
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Some of the women and the Aafa Yahaba. ( t ; ~  leader of the 

group leader Aafa Yahaya Fulani herdsmen given special 
attention during the teaching 

Teaching sessions at Iwaro Alabere 

sessions 
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Tc.~chl i i~  sessions for the young and old. Classes ncrc  llcld under 
the trees before the classes were built 

8- 
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Late Dr S . 0  Olateju was there to help with the health challenges of 
the herdsmen and also help in teaching some of the children to read 
and write 

- - 1 
Teaching session for those I)r Olatcju teacli~ng tilt 
milking the cows at Iwaro Ebira leader of the herds men at 

Iwaro Alabere how to use a 
mobile phone 

I * ... 
Tlic cldcrly were also 111adc io Thosc rnl l i~ng the cows also 

read and write at Iwaro Ebira learnt basic principles of 
Literacy at Iwaro Alabere 



Dr Olateji~ encouraging somc Fulani Dr Olateju teach~ng some 

girls to attend the functional literacy herdsmen in a literacy class 
classes organized for them at Iwaro at Iwaro Ebira 
Alabere 2009 Osun State, Nigeria 

Dr Olateju teachins the children of the herdsmen in Osun state 

Observations . 
Since the functionality of any profitable programme hangs mainly. 
on the economic output, introducing elementary literary texts that 
could be useful in teaching the herdsmen basic functional 
economic principles was recommended and such books were 
bought as reading texts for the nomads. This helped the instructors 
to simultaneously teach reading strategies and empower the 
participants to also understand the fundamentals or the basic 
principles of money and material management and basic conflict 
resolution skills for peaceful cohabitation. The reading materials 
were used to teach a wide range of social and economic concepts 
in an interesting way. 

I 
I The project resulted in the publication of the article Olateju, (-blq 

'Functional Literacy Empowerment for Nomadic Herdsmeb in 
Osun State, Nigeria' published by Lnt~gnnge, Culture ; and 
Curriculr~nz Vo1.23(2): I 09- 12 1, Salisbury, UK: Routledge <hich 
many scholars working in the same area of study have requCsted 
for over the Internet. I 

I 

I Time will not permit me to give a comprehensive repon ob my 
exploits in the UK during my post doctoral exposure. I audiied a 
lot of courses at the University of Birminghaw, attended seminars 
and also presented at seminars, went on school visits that gavk me 
the opportunity to showcase Nigeria's cultural heritage, educ$tion 
etc. I 

Dr Olateju on school 

I 
I 

I ' .. 

visit in the UK in 2006 

d - 
Dr Olateju with some foreign students in a lecture room University 

of Birmingham UK I 
I 



Conclusion 
In conclusion, Mr Vice chancellor sir, I once read a write up sent 
to my mail about someone who stayed at a beach throwing star fish 
that got thrown out of the ocean back into the ocean. When asked 
why he was doing that, he said: 'the sun will soon be up and they'll 
die'. The man talking to him said the beach is a lot of kilometers 
around the ocean and that what he was doing would not make a 
difference as there are many star fishes thrown out of water 
everyday. The man replied 'yes I know, he bent down and threw 
yet another one into the ocean and said 'it will make a difference to 
that one'. Mr Vice Chancellor Sir, 1 know I may not have been 
able to reach all I would have wanted to reach with what this 
academic environment has planted in me but it has and will at least 
make a difference to somebody outside there. At the beginning of 
this lecture I said I wanted to be a practical academic whose 
writings would translate into action and active participation in 
the affairs of men and which would be problem solving, which 
would also lead to better learning and living conditions for all 
and I think God has helped me this far. I give all the glory to God. 
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